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Abstract
Observations performed during ELF/VLF wave generation experiments at the Highfrequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP) observatory in Gakona, Alaska are used
to validate a predictive optimization technique. The optimization technique employed is based
on experimental observations and is used to identify the location of HF heating as well as the
timing and duration of HF heating. As a result, the technique predicts an optimal heating pattern
that maximizes the ELF/VLF signal amplitude received on the ground and simultaneously increases the HF-to-ELF/VLF conversion efficiency. Previous work suggested new modulation
formats predicted to produce higher ELF/VLF amplitudes and efficiencies. This work presents
the first experimental validation of these predictions and determines that an optimized HF beampainting heating format can produce significantly larger ELF/VLF signal amplitudes with higher
HF-to-ELF/VLF conversion efficiency than circle sweep geometric modulation.
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Introdu
uction
The
T generatio
on of Extrem
mely Low Frrequency (EL
LF, 3-3000 Hz) and Veery Low Freqquency (VLF,, 3-30 kHz) radio wavess by High Frrequency (H
HF, 3-30 MH
Hz) heating oof the lower ionosphere (~
~60-100 km altitude) hass been performed since 1970's [1-4] and is depiccted schemaatically in Fig
gure 1. Thee conversion
n efficiency of HF-to-E
ELF/VLF poower is veryy low (~0.0001%),
however [4]. To imp
prove the effficiency, varrious HF heaating techniqques have beeen employeed. In
particularr, a large ch
hange of the ELF/VLF am
mplitude is observed whhen the techhniques prodduce a
phased arrray with EL
LF/VLF sourrce in ionosp
phere.
We
W investigate ELF/VLF
F phased arraays produced using two different techniques, deepicted in Fig
gure 2 togetther with staandard ampllitude moduulated heatinng. The beaam painting (BP)
techniquee has been described
d
in depth [5], an
nd it effectivvely increasees the area oof the ionosppheric
ELF/VLF
F source reg
gion without significantly
y affecting thhe localized conductivityy modulation.

Figure 1.
1 Schematiic representaation of Am
mplitude Moddulation, Beeam Paintingg, and Geom
metric
Modulatiion transmission formatss.

Geometric modulatio
on (GM) [6]] is a speciaal case of beeam paintingg: GM does not have anny off
time (thee HF beam iss always at full
f power) and
a GM cyclles through tthe given sppatial patternn only
once perr ELF/VLF period.
p
Thee ~3-fold in
ncrease in geenerated EL
LF/VLF ampplitude usingg GM
drives a great
g
deal off interest in the
t BP and GM
G techniquues.
Recently,
R
[7] demonstrateed how expeerimental obbservations ccould be useed to optimizze the
distributiion of the so
ource region
n (both spatiially and tem
mporally), ppredicting ann additional large
increase in radiated ELF/VLF power. For a given heatting pattern,, the techniqque optimizees the
a each pointt in the ionosphere, optim
mizes the offf time betw
ween heating periduration of heating at
he order of heating
h
amon
ng the selectted locationss, as shown in Figure 3. The
ods, and optimizes th
ppropriately named “opttimized beam
m-painting,”” was implem
menttransmisssion format, which is ap
ed at HA
AARP, and th
his paper preesents the firrst experimeental observaations of EL
LF/VLF geneerated
using thee new formatt.

Figure 3.
3 Amplitud
de, phase, an
nd time-of-arrrival (propaagation delaay) calculated as describbed in
the paperr.

Experim
mental Ob
bservation
ns
HAARP
H
impllemented an
nd transmitted the optimiized format oon 8 June 20014. The HF
F frequency was
w 3.25 MH
Hz (X-mode)), and the op
ptimized form
mat was trannsmitted alteernately withh AM
format an
nd GM form
mat transmisssions for reeference. O
Observations were perforrmed at Parradise
(~100 km
m from HAA
ARP, 81 deg
g azimuth) using two ortthogonal maagnetic loop antennas. A
Accurate timin
ng is provideed by GPS.
Spectrogram format results are show
wn in Figure 4. The optiimized form
mat producess a ~4
G format modulation.
m
This increasse is ~3 dB smaller thann predB increaase in ampliitude over GM
dicted [7
7]. It should
d be noted th
hat the optim
mized formatt was not deeveloped in real time, buut instead bassed on obserrvations perfformed durin
ng a previouus HAARP ccampaign. Thus, despitte the
lack of reeal-time info
ormation, thee optimized format prodduces a ~4 ddB increase iin amplitudee, and
because the optimizzed format includes trransmitter ooff-time, an ~8 dB inccrease in H
HF-toELF/VLF
F conversion
n efficiency.

Summa
ary and Co
onclusionss
The
T optimized beam pain
nting format has been evvaluated experimentally. ELF/VLF wave
generatio
on was impro
oved by ~4 dB
d over the best
b techniqque currentlyy available, aand an efficieency

Figure 4.
4 Spectrogrram format observations
o
at Paradise . Transmisssions using sstandard GM
M format modulation and optimized
o
beeam painting
g are highligghted.

improvem
ment of ~8 dB
d was realizzed. Improv
vements to thhe techniquee can be impplemented byy performing the
t optimizaation processs based on more
m
current observations.
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